
LIMITED WARRANTY: DINEX warrants to the original purchaser parts and labor for a period of twelve (12) 
months from the date of purchase. See manufacturer’s complete warranty for details.

It is our policy to build equipment which is design certified by companies that have been accredited at the Federal 
Level by the Occupational Safety  and Health Agency (OSHA) and ANSI as a National Recognized Testing Laboratory.  
These companies include CSA International, Underwriters Laboratories, and the National Sanitation Foundation.  
However, a continuing program of product improvement makes it necessary to submit new models to the agencies 
as they are developed.  Consequently, all models may not bear the appropriate labels at all times.  

We reserve the right to change specifications and product design without notice.  Such revisions do not entitle 
buyer to corresponding changes, improvements, additions or replacements for previously purchased equipment.  
Information is not for design purposes.
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Tray & Silverware Carts

SPECIFICATIONS

Models DXP717 and DXP718 tray and silverware carts for silverware in 
pans.

FRAME: The frame is constructed of 1" O.D. 16 ga. stainless steel 
tubing. The frame is formed to serve as push handles at both ends.

SHELVES: The shelves are formed of 18 ga. stainless steel with the 
sides turned down 1-1/2" and flanged in 1/2" for rigidity. The shelves 
are cut out to accommodate four 6-3/8" x 10-3/8" x 6" deep silverware 
containers per shelf. Pans are furnished as part of this unit. The bottom 
shelf is set 12" above the floor, with 12" between shelves.

CASTERS: The unit is mounted on four 4" diameter heavy duty swivel 
casters with non-marking rubber tires.

MODEL DXP717: The shelves are cut out for and supplied with a total of 
eight silverware pans.

MODEL DXP718: Same as Model DXP717, except the bottom shelf is 
solid, without opening. Four silverware pans only are supplied.

OPTIONS

	R DXP3413483 - Napkin Dispenser, folded napkin 3-1/2" x 7"

	R DXPY4 - Polyurethane 4" casters (set of 4)

	R DXPY5 - Polyurethane 5" casters (set of 4)

	R DXPR - Rotating bumpers

	R DXPWB - Two locking casters

CAPACITY: Approximately 100 pieces of silverware in each pan. 
OVERALL DIMENSIONS: 30" long, 16" wide, 31" high. 
Approximate shipping weight: 80

SILVERWARE IN PANS

	R MODEL DXP717
	R MODEL DXP718

SPECIFICATIONS

Models DXP719 and DXP719-1 tray and silverware carts for silverware in 
cylinders.

FRAME: The frame is constructed of 1" O.D. 16 ga. stainless steel tubing. 
The frame is formed to serve as push handles at both ends.

SHELVES: The shelves are formed of 18 ga. stainless steel with the sides 
turned down 1-1/2" and flanged in 1/2" for rigidity. The shelves have 
round openings to accommodate fifteen silverware cylinders per shelf. 
The bottom shelf is set 12" above the floor, with 17" clearance between 
shelves.

CASTERS: The unit is mounted on four 4" diameter heavy duty, swivel 
casters with non-marking rubber tires.

MODEL DXP719: Each shelf has openings to accommodate 15 silverware 
cylinders.

MODEL DXP7191: Same as Model DXP719, except that the bottom shelf is 
solid without openings.

OPTIONS

	R DXP1592701 - Silverware Cylinder, plastic (each)
	R DXP0113842 - Silverware Cylinder, stainless steel (each)
	R DXP3413483 - Napkin Dispenser, folded napkin 3-1/2" x 7"
	R DXPY4 - Polyurethane 4" casters (set of 4)
	R DXPY5 - Polyurethane 5" casters (set of 4)
	R DXPR - Rotating bumpers
	R DXPWB - Two locking casters

CAPACITY: Approximately 35-40 pieces of silverware in each cylinder. 
OVERALL DIMENSIONS: 30" long, 20" wide, 36" high. 
Approximate shipping weight: 80

MODEL DXP717
MODEL DXP719

SILVERWARE IN CYLINDERS

	R MODEL DXP719
	R MODEL DXP7191


